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Editorial PS

The music supplement this time is inserted
inside this Concertina World in order to
send out this issue in time before
Christmas.  There are six tunes arranged
for ensemble by Dave Townsend. If you
need larger copies you can mail me and I will send pdf files or
you can enlarge them at the local copyshop.

New music for next supplement is most welcome.

Look out for next Concertina World for more information and
the agenda for the AGM on 17 May in Swaledale.

The promised subject “Playing by Ear”will have to wait until
March but do read the interview with Brian Peters and then
you will understand even better what I am saying in my next
lesson on this subject.

Enjoy this very interesting issue and all contributions are most
welcome.  Many thanks to all contributors.

Pauline<>

Deadline next CW is 28 February 2013

         Merry Christmas and a

             Happy New Year

    with lots of concertina playing.



THE CONCERTINA IN SPAIN (SECOND PART)
Félix Castro

Before we begin to talk about the concertina in the Circus
World in Spain, we found when we were writing the second
part of our article that the “Método de Concertina”
(Concertina Tutor) by Mr. Higinio Marín y López, edited by
Antoni Romero y Andía in 1872, is on line at the Hispanic
Digital Library (http://bibliotecadigitalhispanica.bne.es/ ) of
the Spanish National Library, so we shall make a brief
comment on the book. It can easily be found by entering
the search keywords “metodo de concertina” “1872”.1

Higinio Marín’s tutor has 46 pages including the title page,
it is a tutor for learning to play the concertina for people
with knowledge of music theory, that is, it doesn’t use
tablature-type systems. Although we said in our previous
article that most advertisements of the period and press
articles talk about english concertinas, curiously it is a tutor
for the german system or anglo-german concertina, this
attracts attention because usually the english concertina is
associated more with the world of classical music and
musicians that can read musical scores than the anglo
concertina is.

That the system chosen by Higinio Marín’s tutor was the
anglo-german concertina could indicate that this system
was more popular than the english one, probably because
there were cheaper anglo models that came from Germany,
as happened in other countries in Europe. The concertina

1 or trying the following links (consulted 20-10-2012):

http://bibliotecadigitalhispanica.bne.es/R/-?func=dbin-jump-
full&object_id=2169706&silo_library=GEN01

http://bibliotecadigitalhispanica.bne.es/view/action/singleViewer.do?
dvs=1350897131496~147&locale=es_ES&VIEWER_URL=/view/action/singleViewer.do?
&DELIVERY_RULE_ID=10&application=DIGITOOL-3&frameId=1&usePid1=true&usePid2=true
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image reproduced on page 4 of the tutor is definitely a
german concertina as it does not have the buttons over
wooden fretwork, it has the typical german rounded sound
vents behind the palm rest, and the buttons appear to be
numbered as in german concertinas.

The book, as the introduction explains, has two parts, the
first one defines and explains what a concertina is, it
describes its parts, the different positions in which it can be
played, its possibilities and effects, and has a series of
exercises and lessons for mastering the instrument, mainly
for the one and two row concertina; the second part
includes theory, practical exercises, lessons and tunes for
the three row concertina.

The tutor calls each row of the concertina a “registro”
(register), and describes four models of concertina:

- The one row concertina, that it calls “de un registro”, with
10 buttons, one single row that gives a diatonic scale;

- The two row concertina, “de dos registros”, with 20
buttons, with the typical layout of one row that gives a
diatonic scale in C (the one further from the palm rest), and
the other that gives a diatonic scale in G (the one nearer to
the palm rest), the same as the typical model of anglo
concertina in C/G;

- The two row concertina, with 22 buttons, that includes
two “0” buttons, one on each side of the instrument, the
“0” button on the left side produces a B flat pushing and a
deeper C natural pulling, and the “0” button on the right, a
C pulling and a deeper G pushing;
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- And the three row concertina, “de tres registros”, with 28
buttons, that adds a third row in B flat, its layout is on page
19 of the tutor. 2

The first part of the book as we said is for one and two row
concertinas. Page 5 shows the layout on a musical score of
the notes that the two row concertina produces, and after
that there are exercises for one and two row concertinas,
melodic exercises, of playing staccato, harmonic, legato,
arpeggio, accompaniment for the left hand, exercises for
both hands, and finally melodies, explaining what fingers
must be used, bellows directions, what buttons must be
used with interesting explanations about it, they seem very
complete exercises. The melodies included are a waltz, a
schottische, a dance, a polka mazurka and a “brilliant”
waltz.

The second part, devoted to the three row concertina,
begins on page 19. It must be noted that it calls the B flat
row the first row (what we usually call the third row or
accidental row in the three row concertinas commonly
found nowadays), the C row the second one, and the G row
the third one. It also has complete exercises, of scales in
different directions, the use of the different rows and
alternative buttons, with accompaniment, harmonics, the
“tremolo” effect, and some melodies, such as a polka,
waltz, “un balo in maschiera (canción del page)”, Polish Air,
and a Plegaria (Prayer), the tutor finishes on page 44 with
an advertisement stating that Mr. Marín writes concertina
arrangements for Operas.

2 The B flat row gives the notes that are the same as the C scale in the opposite direction of the bellows.
The 28 buttons include 2 “0” buttons, one on the G row of the left hand and the other on the B flat row
of the right hand. So the concertina has in fact 26 buttons, 8 buttons of the B flat row (4 on each side),
10 buttons of the C row, and 8 buttons of the G row, plus 2 “0” buttons, one beside the B flat row of the
right hand, and the other one beside the G row of the left hand.
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In short, although we haven’t played the arrangements for
the concertina in this tutor, it seems a very complete and
technical tutor that makes the most of the instrument's
possibilities, with exercises of every kind, and with regard
to the repertoire selected by the author for the instrument,
it is a “modern” repertoire for that time, with airs coming
from Europe, such as polkas, mazurkas, waltzes, etc. which
were then very popular, rather than more traditional
melodies from the Spanish repertoire.

We continue now by commenting on the concertina in the
Circus World and we can say that it has been a big surprise
in various aspects. In Spain, the image of the concertina
has been that of the instrument played by the clown, and it
seems that there could be something in it about the
popularity of the concertina in the clowns' world, whether
because of the portability of the instrument, or its
undoubted sonorous and aesthetic possibilities, or that it
can be played standing and in multiple positions.

“El Eco Artístico” magazine (15-3-1913) describes a
performance in the Colyseu of Lisbon by the clowns
Antonet, “considered the best in the world” and Walter
playing violin and concertina, for the beginning of their
number they played “la Traviata”. “La Libertad” magazine
(27-7-1923), says that the clowns Teddy Pompoff y Emij,
who belonged to the “American Circus” played the
concertina, guitar and violin in a performance in Gibraltar.

But without doubt, of the clowns and concertinists, we can
say that the most famous of Spain were Rico & Alex, from
the Briatore family. All the information that we summarise
here is taken from the blog “Circo Ecuestre Alegría”, a
circus of the Plaza de Cataluña (Catalonia Square) in
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Barcelona (1879-1895), that was a meeting and family
place for the circus families Alegría, Briatore, Aragón,
Jarque, Ott, Mullens, etc. This blog gives very full
information about Rico & Alex, but here we shall limit it
almost only to their musical aspect.
http://circoecuestrealegria.blogspot.com.es/2011/07/rico-
y-alex.html

Rico (Enrico Briatore Guisa) was born in Birmingham in
1880, and his uncle Alex (Alexandro Briatore D’Angolys)
was born in Russia in 1870, their family came from Mondovi
in Italy. They were clown partners for many years, they
married two sisters, María and Emilia Alegría, daughters of
Micaela Alegría, owner of the Circo Alegría, and they then
established their base in Barcelona, where they put down
roots.

Rico performed as a clown from 1895, first with Alex and
afterwards with Alex’s sons, until 1949, 54 years
continuously, and Alex until 1945. They were internationally
famous, they were called “the aristocracy clowns”, they
were masters in acrobatics, balance, skating, song and
music, and played in seven languages and travelled all over
Europe for many years in many circuses, such as Cirque
D’Hiber and Cirque D'Etê of Paris, Circo Rancy, Renz Circus
of Berlin, the biggest in Europe at the time, Vienna, Breslau
(now Wroclaw, Poland), Hamburg, Madrid with the
Circo Risarelli, Porto, Lisbon with the Circo Dias, and many
more, living through all kind of experiences, from
establishment of Republics to wars such as the Spanish
Civil War and the World Wars, etc.

In the quoted blog there are several photographs of Rico &
Alex playing the concertina, even with other members of
the family, with different models of concertina, mainly
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english concertina, and the blog author, D. Miguel Blanco
Poveda, married to a granddaughter of Rico, sent them to
us in good quality and authorised their publication, we are
grateful for all the information and opportunities.

But Rico & Alex were not only wonderful and famous clowns
and musicians, for we found that they made concertina
recordings, that are probably the first “Spanish” concertina
recordings and maybe the only ones that have remained for
posterity. Curiously they were recorded in Portugal, the
country in which they were very successful, in Lisbon in
1929, and were published by “Polydor”. We know of two
discs, the first one with Portuguese traditional tunes
“Estaladinho” and “Corridinho do Algarve (popular)” is “Rico
& Alex 2 concertinas” Cat. No. P49013, Ordre P49012, and
another one with two “fado” tunes which were re-edited in
1998 in the double compilation CD with the title “Fado 1926
-1931”, by Fremeaux & Associés S.A. (www.fremeaux.com)
which brings together Portuguese fado compositions
recorded from 1926 to 1936. The booklet says that it
summarises the essence of the Portuguese fado, but we
must say that the tunes are not typical because they are far
from the typical fado widespread nowadays, because of
their instrumentation and the style of playing. On the first
CD are two themes played by Rico & Alex, ”Variaçoes sobre
o fado” (Fado variations) and “Caninha verde” (the “cana
verde” is a typical genre or type of tune in traditional
Portuguese music, and caninha means small reed), that
demonstrate an excellent interpretation and the great
quality that they had as musicians.

Finally we shall make a brief reference to the concertina in
Spain after 1936. The Spanish Civil War (1936–1939)
imposed an economic and civil tragedy, it has to be noted
that Spain under Franco’s Dictatorship and the international
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boycott became an absolutely self-sufficient and
subsistence economy, imports and exports disappeared and
it took more than twenty years (practically into the sixties)
to return to economic levels similar to those before the Civil
War.

The lack of references about the concertina in the press and
in other media is remarkable, we don’t know if it is because
all the concertinas that came to Spain were imported and
concertina imports stopped, or because of the difficulties in
repairing the old ones3, or because the instrument was
abandoned in favour of the accordion as happened in other
places in Europe, because it seems that concertina use in
urban contexts was closely linked to the “music hall” and to
the music that came from other parts of Europe, and after
the 1950s the popular orchestra formation playing Latin-
American music and other genres became widespread in
Spain. On the other hand in the traditional music context
Franco’s Dictatorship created the Chorus and Dance
sections in the “Sección Femenina” (the equivalent of
military service, but for women), that promoted the musical
genres and “typical” instruments of each region (in the case
of Galicia the “muiñeira” – traditional tunes in 6/8 time -
and the gaita – Galician bagpipe –) to the detriment of
other instruments and traditional tunes – it could also have
been detrimental to the concertina –, in spite of that the
popularity of traditional instruments and rhythms declined
until the Spanish democracy in 1978.

Although in Spain musical stores continued to sell anglo
concertinas of Italian and “hohner” style, we think that
their use was limited and we don’t know the influence that
these instruments really had on the musical scene. Since

3 Even accordions were really difficult to repair because there were no spare parts, Feliciano Novelle, an
accordionist from Coles (Ourense) told us that he used the springs of wall clocks to make replacement
accordion reeds.
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the 80s and 90s and mainly with the revival of folk and
traditional music there have been musicians, mainly multi-
instrumentalists, who have incorporated the concertina into
the range of instruments that they play and they record
them occasionally, for example, the Galician Pancho
Álvarez, the members of the Aragonese group Lahiez,
Manuel, Beatriz and Alejandro Sánchez, who have also
been teaching anglo concertina for many years, using
Italian and German models.

Some Irish musicians who live in Spain, such as Michael
Murphy in the Basque Country, also play the concertina,
but in general its use has been limited. With the increase in
popularity of Irish music all over Spain in recent years more
people have begun playing the concertina. In 2010 a
facebook group “concertina en España” was created, it has
around twenty members, but in general, many of the
people who now play the concertina are focused mainly on
Irish and “Celtic” music, not on playing Spanish music with
it, although with time surely people will use it more in
Spanish music too.

To finish this article, let us say that as all the readers from
the ICA know, but many Spaniards do not know, the
concertina, with its different systems, is an instrument with
enormous musical possibilities for playing in any musical
style, compact, portable, and surely it will win its place in
the future in Spanish music, the same place that it had
years ago.
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1.- Photographs sent by Miguel Blanco
Poveda and María Carmen Espasa Mon-
toliu, Rico Briatore’s great grand
daughter    Rico Briatore’s Great grand
children collection

015 Rico & Alex, Barcelona 1910 – 1915
(The eldest of the photographs that I
Have sent).

Rico (left) Alex (right)

40aa Portuguese ABC journal. Rico & Alex and Alex’s children,
Sandro, Emilio and Clotiled,
Colyseu dos Regreios – Lisbon, Portugal, 1915.

The 40aa  pages of the ABC (Portuguese)  are the centre pages and
are not dated,  they performed in the Colyseu dos Regreios in
Lisboa and from the ages of the children it could be 1915 (there is
an archive of all the programmes from the start of the Winter
season on 15 September to the end on 20 December 1915).
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“Ricoalex 2 001” Rico& Alex,
Germany, Busch Circus, 1938 -
1939 German tour.

“ricoalex2 001"  compared with
other photographs the caravan
seems to be from the German
tour with the Busch Circus
between 1938 and 1939.

Photograph nº. 12, Rico & Alex and Alex’s children: Sandro, Emilio,
Clotilde

Germany, Busch Circus, 1938 – 1939. German Tour

In photo nº 012 they appear with Alex's children: Sandro, Emilio
and Clotilde with a black face, by the ages of the children and the
German writing the photo appears to be of the Busch Circus like
the previous ones.
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1920 Rico & Alex and D’Angoly’s (Alex's children). Performance at a
bullring. Place unknown
In the photos at the bullrings Rico's daughter looks to be less than
about 15 years old and she was born in 1906 so the year could be
estimated as 1920.
2.- Photographs sent by Sandro Briatore,  Alex’s grand son,
 his father was also named Alex, or Sandro  Alessandro:
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English concertinas that belonged to Alex Briatore

78 RPM discs

Brunswick Caninha Verde (Popular) Rico & Alex 2 concertinas ac. a

guitarra e viola Order Nº.

A8011, Cat. N. 8011B

Brunswick Corridinho do Algarve (Popular) Rico & Alex 2

concertinas. Order Nº. A8010, Cat. Nº.
8010B
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Corridinho do Algarve (Popular)

Rico & Alex 2 concertinas.

Polydor Cat. Nº. P49013, Ordre Nº.
49012
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Undated, place
unknown
Photograph that I found
searching in the web
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Technical Corner
Dave Elliott

Corrosion on reeds:

Recently I was contacted by Pauline de Snoo.
Who had been contacted by an ICA member
who was concerned about corrosion on reeds.
The Gentleman concerned had been advised
by others that the reeds on his instrument
should have been changed by the restorer as being too corroded to
be acceptable. The reeds were steel reeds, so we are not talking
verdigris, but plain and simple rust.

I was sent a number of photographs one of which is included in
this article. Generally you can differentiate rust in three stages:

· Discolouration
· Powdery red
· Deep pitting.

Many concertinas arrive at the workshops with some, or even all,
their steel reeds affected by discolouration or a rusty red powdery
coating both of which are easily cleaned off with a bit of light
abrasion. This cleaning leaves the profile of the manufacturer’s
original file marks still clear and crisp to be seen, plus often a dark
stain. There is no effective loss of surface detail, or metal stock,
and no rusty pitting or weakening of the reed.

Some concertinas have reeds where the rust is really dark brown,
and quite badly built up. On removal of the rust, the old tuning file
marks have been eroded away, there is often deep irregular
pitting. I have seen sections of the reed tongue dissolved away
leaving holes or bits of steel missing.

Most repairers are so used to seeing traces of old staining, that
they don’t even register the fact. Given this, when I saw the
photographs from Pauline’s correspondent, I had no hesitation to
provide reassurance. Below is a photograph from the
correspondent, and a photograph of some seriously corroded reeds
which I include for comparison. The concertina ‘s reeds can be
seen to be fine
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Corroded reeds:

Stained reeds:

I asked Dave Elliott another question (PS):

I have another subject too, more philosophical maybe  ...
I was talking to Alex Wade. We both play vintage instruments and
we never seem to have anything wrong with them whereas some
people always seem to be repairing or so  ...
Why would that be? We both play our instruments intensively.
Maybe they feel better because of that? Not feeling neglected,
almost human like  ...:)
Dave's answer: My wife says she does not have time to be ill,
perhaps it is the same thing? <>
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Interview Brian Peters
PS

How and when did you first start to
play the concertina and why the an-
glo?

As a teenager I had a copy of the
electric folk 'Morris On' record, which
had John Kirkpatrick playing anglo on
some tracks, but in those days I
couldn't have told you on which tracks
he played anglo and on which he
played accordion - I simply couldn't distinguish the two sounds.  At
my first folk festival - Whitby in 1977 - I saw the late Mel Dean play
an anglo and was very impressed both by the 'one-man band'
sound and the compactness of the instrument.  Even then it wasn't
a done deal, because I soon heard Alistair Anderson's playing and
wanted to play like that, too.  So I went along to Neil Wayne's shop
in London, where I was living at the time (about 1980), to try out
some concertinas.  Of course I had no idea at all how to play them,
but the first one I picked up was an anglo.  I'll never forget Neil's
advice on how to get started: "just move the bellows in and out and
press a few buttons".  That's what I did in the shop that day and -
since what I had in my hands was an anglo - something vaguely
resembling music emerged almost straight away.  So it was the
anglo for me, and I've been following that method ever since!

And how did you make your choice for the repertoire you are
now specialised in?

I learned to play by working out - by trial and error - tunes that
were already there in my head.  There were a few nursery rhymes -
which are traditional songs, and some were used for English dance
tunes, like 'Humpty Dumpty' ('Off She Goes') and so on.  And then
there were all those tunes I'd been listening to on 'Morris On', and
also the 'Son of Morris On' LP, which had John Watcham playing on
it.

So right from the start it was English folk dance music that I
learned to play.  Later I started to use the concertina a lot for song
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accompaniments, finding that F on my anglo was a good 'singing
key'.

And later still I started looking for specifically Northern English
tunes to play (because that's where I come from and now live), and
found a lot in the old fiddlers' manuscripts from around 1800.  Of
course they were pre-concertina, but the tunes could be adapted
easily enough.  I always tried to find tunes that fitted nicely on my
C/G box without transposition, so I play quite a few in F and C.

I understand that by playing first of all the tunes you already
knew, like nursery rhymes and tunes from the LP, you taught
yourself "playing by ear".  At some point you turned to old
manuscripts so that means written music.  Did you already read
music?  Did you play another instrument too before the
concertina?

OK, good question.  I did get started on the instrument 'playing by
ear' and still regard the anglo as an instrument best suited for this
approach - the way it works doesn't suit the logic of written music
particularly well.  I learned piano as a child, but was one of those
kids who learned rather reluctantly and never wanted to practise,
whereas when I got my first anglo you couldn't stop me practising
at work, while the kettle was boiling, while the bath was running,
etc.  The piano did teach me how to read music, of course, so what
I've done with the manuscript sources is to sight-read them and
hum them to myself until I know how the tune goes, then learn
them by ear on the concertina.  With experience I've got better at
reading music directly onto the anglo, but it's still a bit laborious.  I
always tell beginner students to play by ear, rather than working
with complicated fingering charts that - to my mind - get between
the musician and the music.

By the way, I also play melodeon and guitar professionally and also
some fiddle and mandolin, so making time to practise them all isn't
always easy!

By saying that you first sight-read the music from the manu-
scripts, you show a skill that most people do not have when
they try to learn to play by ear.  In fact this is the way most
people should be taught in my opinion.  First learn to sing and
sight-read just like normal reading.  Then play an instrument.
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Yes, interesting idea!

So when you teach in workshops or otherwise this is something
people should be reminded of.  What do you think?

I would encourage any folk musician to try to play by ear, but I
agree with you that one workshop is never going to be enough to
get the hang of it.  After many years of playing you become more
familiar, firstly with the way the instrument works and, second,
with the way your chosen type of music works - traditional tunes
often re-use certain phrases that you eventually become familiar
with in terms of fingering.

I always tell beginners to do what I did, and start off by playing the
tunes that are already in their heads, anything from 'Twinkle Twin-
kle, Little Star' upwards.  Many people know 'When the Saints go
Marching In', and that can be covered in three buttons on an anglo.

I had one student who really wanted to be able to pick up tunes by
ear in music sessions, so we spent several lessons with me playing
each new tune over and over again while my student tried to follow
me.  It was hard work for both of us, and that was a very musical
student!  To be able to really learn how to do it you'd need to put in
a lot of hours of practice.  Some folk workshop organisations try to
insist that tutors don't bring any sheet music, so that the class is
forced to learn by ear, but I think that this puts existing 'by-ear
players' at a big advantage, so I usually bring music anyway.

How do you choose which instrument to use for which
music/song/tune that you are going to play and/or sing?

The most obvious factors are the key of the piece, and the mood.
With instrumentals I try to find tunes in suitable keys for my C/G
anglo, and I tend to put a lot of the session tunes in the fiddle keys
like G, D or E minor on to the melodeon.  Over the years I've
taught myself to play in the 'session keys' on the anglo as well, but
you never get the same chordal options - and that's a big part of
the music for me.

F is a good key for me to sing in, and that translates naturally to
the anglo.  Also since I play a 39-button instrument I have suffi-
cient duplicate notes to be able to play it smoothly on slow songs –
people sometimes ask me if it's a duet concertina that I'm playing.
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I don't tend to sing many songs in C, although D minor works well
on anglo.

If the song is something rhythmic in G or D, I would most likely
head for the melodeon, but for ballads that need a less obtrusive
accompaniment, the guitar is easier to play quieter and more flexi-
ble in some ways.

What was your last cd or anything else that you published?  Are
there plans for anything new in the future?

My last CD was 'Gritstone Serenade', which was a real mixture of
tunes and songs, with a few concertina pieces.  I made a CD devot-
ed to the concertina in 2006 called 'Anglophilia'.  My next two re-
cording projects are collaborations and mostly song-based, but
when those are out of the way it's probably time I did a squeezebox
album, although it would probably be both concertina and melode-
on.  I've had a somewhat long-term project working up all four
parts of Joplin's 'Weeping Willow Rag' on the anglo and I'd like to
record that.

May I copy an agenda of your coming workshops/concerts from
your website, to add to this interview?

I will be teaching at Concertinas at Witney in September, and at the
Button Box in Massachusetts next Spring.  More on my website.

http://www.harbourtownrecords.com/peters.html
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Hawkwood Concertina Band Weekend, January 2012
Dave Ball

Hawkwood College sits before a curved backdrop of hills looking out
over Stroud to the upper Severn estuary, much like a stage above
a vast auditorium.  That feeling of being on stage permeated the
whole Hawkwood weekend and made it an entirely appropriate
venue for a concertina band to rehearse and perform in.  In
previous years Burns Night duties have prevented me from
attending the Hawkwood weekend but I gave myself a sabbatical
this year and had a fabulous time.

Organised, as ever, by Jenny Cox, and with conductors Steve Ellis,
of Redland Wind Band and principal cornet of City of Bristol Brass
Band, and Dave Townsend (a crucial force in the Concertina Band
Revival), this established weekend has an enviable pedigree.

Music this year was a nice mixture of pieces and I managed to play
treble, baritone and bass parts during our exploration of the
following pieces:

 1. Lost Chord - Sullivan  (a great favourite of mine for years
arranged here for concertina band by Dave Townsend)

 2. Waltz No.2  - Shostakovich
 3. La Calinda - Delius  (my other favourite piece though I found it

quite a technical challenge)
 4. Galliard Battaglia - Scheidt
 5. Bravura - Dublé

All enjoyable musically with a variety of challenges.  It was great to
play bass concertina in a band again.

After lunch on Saturday half of us tackled 'Georgia Cakewalk' with
Steve Ellis while I joined a group led by Dave T. playing through
some of his latest village dance band arrangements.  Great fun and
closer to my usual musical fare than the classical full band
arrangements of the rest of the weekend.

Steve Ellis is a wonderful conductor - severe when required, quietly
humorous and hugely experienced.  He brought a wealth of brass
band experience to bear on our massed concertina sound and,
while our lack of discipline was sometimes a trial, he put up with
the more eccentric behaviour of the English Concertinist and licked
us into shape with almost infinite patience.  Our musical
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achievements of the weekend owed an enormous amount to his
quick skill, empathy and experience.

The whirlwind that is Jenny Cox, fully supported by husband Peter,
as ever masterminded the weekend: inviting participants, co-
ordinating music and acting as MC for the weekend in conjunction
with Dave Townsend. Every piece required a partial change of
seating and often of concertina.  Each chair was numbered, every
player knew their place.  Jenny hit the ground running at the start
of the weekend and was still going strong when I left.  All
concertina band fans owe Jenny an enormous debt for her
championing of this particular musical ensemble, long may she
squeeze!  If you've not encountered this sound in the flesh buy the
CD: 'Marches and Tunes' recorded in 2009 over a week at
Hawkwood with the same team at the helm.

Last, but not least, I must mention the other band members. For
their enthusiasm and skill, for all that individual practicing before
the weekend, and for their ability as a band to respond successfully
(most of the time!) to the demands of the baton. We couldn't have
done it without ourselves, and that was one of the most satisfying
elements of the whole weekend.

A first this year was an evening concert by Stroud residents
Miranda Rutter and Rob Harbron on fiddle and concertina.  Their
gentle intense playing was a real treat including a mixture of self-
penned and other traditional music, nice tunes and harmonies with
exemplary phrasing and duo work.  It made a nice break from the
weekend to be entertained by someone not involved with the rest
of proceedings.

Other highlights included:  the full company of friendly concertina
fanatics, the mouth-watering food, which with the Hall and its Staff
deserves a full paragraph of eulogies, and the comfortable
accommodation - for me in the stable block.  The grounds early on
a frosty January morning wreathed in tendrils of mist were
breathtaking.

What else?  Evenings of mixed session playing, impromptu solos,
jigsaw manufacture and socialising with drinks in the Hall Library.

This is a review filled with superlatives, but honestly that's what it
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was, a superlative weekend.  Sorry Robbie but I'm giving up Burns
for the Bellows from now on.  Count me in for 2013 - if they'll have
me back.<>

Learning to play the English Concertina or
A journey of joy filled with anxiety, frustration, and bribery
Jim Cush

My earliest childhood memory is of lying in front of a console radio,
yes I'm that old, listening to the Metropolitan Opera Company's
Saturday matinee performance. I've been in love with music ever
since. I always wanted to play music however life, as it will, got in
the way so I had to be satisfied with listening to others play for the
last decades.

When I retired, I started working on "My Bucket List". At some
point in my life, I had heard someone play an English Concertina
and knew that was the instrument I wanted to play. So, with no
time like the present, I purchased a "Cheap Chinese" English Con-
certina from EBay (in case I couldn't actually learn to play it), ob-
tained Frank Butler's well known tutor and started to learn how to
play. All was promising until Mr Butler provided the first song to
practice. You may be amazed to learn that "The Vicar of Bray" can-
not be heard being whistled, sung or hummed on the streets of the
U.S. Aside from not knowing the tune, I am a monkey-hear, mon-
key-play type that needs to hear the exact same notes and tempo
of whatever I am learning, played by someone who knows how to
play a concertina, in order to be sure I am playing a piece of music
correctly. Looking ahead in the tutor, I saw more practice songs
that I had never heard of before. All of the other tutorial books I
could find were similar. It had also become apparent that playing
notes faster than an eighth note or quaver was going to be nearly
impossible on my current concertina without developing fingers of
steel. I was ready to move on to the next item on my Bucket List
when I came across Pauline DeSnoo's "English Concertina Course
Volumes 1 & 2" at concertina-academy.com. The sound files and
videos it contained gave promise to meet my needs. It seemed it
would be almost like having a teacher there with me showing me
how to hold the instrument, position my fingers and preview the
musical exercises. The probability of finding a live English
Concertina teacher in the wilds of Western New Jersey are only
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slightly lower than finding someone who knew what an English
Concertina was.

It turned out that Pauline's course was exactly what I needed.
Since I clearly would need a better concertina I purchased a
Wheatstone Tenor-Treble that felt like a feather after the old one
and had a beautiful key action. And so, with new tutor and
concertina, I started over. Sound files were included for even the
simplest exercises and the practice songs were also all well known
to me. I copied the sound files onto an Mp3 player so I could carry
them with me. As the scale for the Key of C was introduced, I
played all of the exercises, listening again to the sound files and
playing along. But, like most everyone, I wanted to play "real"
music not scales and exercises. Initially I searched the Internet for
songs in the Key of C I knew and downloaded the music, many
were free, and I played the vocal melodies. Very slowly at first, but
it beat playing the scale in the Key of C over and over. I felt that I
was practicing the scales but now in a context that made it more
enjoyable. Actually, I found it really is an extension of the practice
because the notes were not in scale sequence and I had to find the
next note to be played. At last, I was making music rather than just
listening to some one else. I knew I was capable of doing more.

I soon started looking for songs in other Keys. Who needs the
scales and exercises? It didn't take long to realize that I needed to
continue to learn and practice the scales and exercises. Trying to
learn to play songs in new Keys without the preparatory scales and
exercises took too long because I had no foundation to build upon.
From that point on, I would always start with the scale I was
learning and go over the exercises before moving on to play the
"real" music. It made playing the songs easier. Moving to a new
Key scale and its exercises now became more interesting since I
looked forward to learning to play new songs in the new Key. The
new songs were my reward for working through the new scale and
its exercises. I would not move on to the reward until I was com-
fortable practicing the exercises. I eventually invested in one of the
big "Fake" books that has hundreds of the basic melodies of popular
songs, many that I knew and enjoyed, and in assorted Keys. It was
easier than sitting in front of the PC hunting for songs on the
Internet in the Key I needed. Playing songs from the book brought
its own challenges at times because the music often contained
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sixteenth notes, triplets and other notations to which I had no
previous exposure. I had to stop, research how they were played
and play it repeatedly to learn how to do it. The songs selected
were always ones I knew so that I could sing along with softly,
mustn't frighten the dog, giving me the proper tempo and feeling.
The end result was worth the effort. I also started to use a recorder
to listen to what I had been playing. I found it sometimes pointed
out areas that needed more work, sometimes sounding pathetic
and sometimes even encouragingly good. However, each time I
replayed a song or exercise I could now go back to a version
recorded earlier and hear the improvement. I find it very
encouraging.

Using this "practice then play" process, I was now in my mind
"playing music" rather than dreary "practicing" and completed
Volume One of Pauline's Course in about four months. Retirement
does give you more free time. I always made time to practice every
day even if only for a few minutes. One of Pauline's exercises,
playing the Key of "C" Major scale alternating the octaves as you
play the notes, I found to be perfect for every day warm-ups and
particularly for short practice sessions. I found if I didn't play daily,
I would lose my hard earned sense of where the buttons were. It
brought me back to high school when we all had to learn to become
touch typists. It has the same challenges of remembering, without
thinking, where the keys were located.

When I was learning something new, frustration and anxiety would
often begin to build so I would stop for a few minutes and let my-
self relax and then start again. If I tensed up again, I would then
stop working on the new material and play something I learned
earlier and enjoyed playing as a way to relax. It was also a
reminder that I once found this piece as frustrating as whatever I
had just been working on. I would return again to the new material
later in the day, for a while longer, then quit for the day or just play
music for enjoyment.

Using this approach, I not only completed all of the exercises but
had, if I may be so bold, built a repertoire of songs I could now play
for my own enjoyment. I've already appeared before an audience,
well of only one truth be told, my visiting ten year old Grand-
Daughter who said "that was nice Grand-Pa" and went back to her
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room to resume reading her book. Not exactly a concert at Carne-
gie Hall but the critic's praise still brings a big smile to my face and
encouragement. I make no claim to consistently playing everything
smoothly every time at this point, particularly songs with more than
two sharps or flats, but I continue to see improvement each time I
play one of the songs. The biggest truth I had to learn and accept
was that I will never be able to play every note of every song
consistently with technical precision. It's not humanly possible, at
least, for this human. I can only do the best I can with what I have.
It really helped me to relax and enjoy playing by accepting that fact
rather than struggling to achieve the unlikely. Struggling, I found,
was not producing beautiful music. However, I soon realized that as
I moved on to playing more complex songs the music I struggled
with earlier became easier to play and had fewer errors. Repetition
is a wonderful teacher. Completing Part One left me with the ability
to play just about any single voice melody not flawlessly but
enjoyably, even some favorite opera arias. It also left me wanting
to be able to play richer versions of these vocal melodies I learned.
Something I would never have dreamed I could be capable of
earlier.

I am now starting on the second half of Pauline's course which
focuses on playing harmony to go with the melodies. I find it is
more difficult than the first part since it requires moving multiple
fingers at the same time but I really want to play more enhanced
versions of the melodies I have already learned. I just have to
remind myself that Part Two looks just as intimidating as when I
looked at Part One months ago. I know now it can be done if I'm
patient and focus on eating the elephant just one bite at a time.

I would like to thank Pauline De Snoo for her help and
encouragement during my learning experience. This is really
fulfilling a life time wish of mine. As with what you have just read,
and I thank you for reading it, Pauline asked me to write of my
experiences when learning to play harmony. I promised to do that.

Until then, please enjoy actually listening to the beautiful music you
are making. I know I am. <>
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Playing Well: Prevention and Biomechanics of Musician
Injuries
by Dr Lynda Griffith

350 pages, 12 chapters, 3 appendices, music and medical
glossaries, with index. Available online from the author at
www.playingwellbook.org

Having spent most of my life as a (concert) performer (first accordion, later concerti-
na) and teacher, I wish I had this book many years ago.  It would have made life as a
musician a lot less painful.
~William “Wim” Wakker, Concertina Connection & Wakker Concertinas

Members of a symphony orchestra, who are also physicians,
mathematicians, physicists or engineers, sometimes blend their
science and music interests. A similar coupling occurs in this unique
book because I combine my knowledge of and expertise of playing,
construction and repairing instruments in the accordion family with
my professional training and practice in orthopedic physical and
manual therapy, clinical kinesiology and biomechanics, athletic
training and exercise sciences.

These diverse and divergent “knowledges” are now so inextricably
intertwined that, surely, I have worked my entire life to merge and
homogenize them. This book bridges two worlds having very
different jargons and conventional understandings!

The concepts and topics shared in this book began as workshops
presented at annual festivals of the American Accordionists
Association and Accordionists and Teachers Guild, International.
When I initially presented the ideas that are now in this book, I was
admonished by the president of the American Accordionists
Association, Faithe Deffner, to be careful about placing the
accordion in less than a glowing light by suggesting that playing
accordion might cause injury. As the owner of accordion companies
and a music publishing house who originally worked in New York
City’s advertising meccas, she was understandably concerned about
image.

After considerable reflection I realized that musicians are injured
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not by their instruments per se, but rather by the repetitive nature
of their practicing for long hours. Such is the nature of the musician
who is all-consumed to get the music right, enjoy playing music
and, perhaps, by dealing with the stresses of preparing for a
concert or other performances.

The workshops that I offered at annual events were always well-
received and it became increasingly apparent that I not only knew
the musical capabilities of accordions, concertinas and bandoneons,
but also knew the facts about injuries and injury prevention that
were important for players of these instruments and clinicians who
treat them to know.

Thus, the purpose of this book is three-fold:

 1. To provide a reference for musicians, players, parents and
teachers of accordion family instruments with regard to injury,
injury prevention and performance;

 2. To provide a reference manual for physicians, physical
therapists, occupational therapists, massage therapists,
chiropractors and other practitioners who treat injured
musicians and would have an academic or professional interest
in knowing about matters of concern related to playing these
instruments; and

 3. To challenge both the musician and the medical professional to
think in treatment concepts, which, though outside the
conventional norm, are plausible and have been successfully
used in my clinic for treating musicians, dancers and athletes,
as well as typical every-day orthopedic patients.

We must be able to speak and understand one another’s language.
Many players have sought help from medical practitioners without
success, and there are teachers who want and need help in guiding
students.  Certainly medical practitioners have the training and the
ability to help, but lack specific practical knowledge of what the
player needs to do in order to perform successfully.

Such interaction is a two-way street. Musicians and their teachers
must actively participate in the dialogue with their medical advisors
even though they often do not know what to tell medical
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practitioners about factors associated with playing their instrument.
Everyone assumes that the other must surely know what is needed
to remedy the situation.  All too many times this is not the case.

This book will give the player, teacher and practitioner common
ground for better communication and will facilitate successful
treatment and recovery by helping to identify the physically harmful
aspects of “training” or practice associated with the playing of
instruments within the accordion, concertina and bandoneon sub-
groups of the accordion family.

As with athletes who over-train, musicians practice long hours and
may also “over-train” and fall prey to painful conditions as a result.
To borrow from the sports medicine community, high mileage and
“training errors” are known to be common causes for injury. As in
the sports world, injury to the musician is thought to be caused at
least in part by training or technique error.

The current international survey of players of accordion, concertina
and bandoneon, conducted by the author, attempted to identify
common community-specific causes of painful conditions associated
with playing these instruments.  The results of this survey are
described in Chapter 3 International Player Survey.

Subsequent chapters have been organized to deal with the most
common problems, including those occurring in the back, neck and
head, shoulder and elbow, arm, wrist and hand.  Every effort has
been made to write the main body of the text in language
understandable to the medical professional and musician reader.
Explanations are richly supplied with supporting pictures and
diagrams.

Issues which are important to the medical practitioner are
designated as Clinical Notes and are written in terms familiar to
those in the medical field.  No apology is made, nor should be
expected by the lay reader, for the use of technical medical jargon
in these sections, as they are written for the practitioner.  Should
the lay musician take the time to read these sections, he or she
may need to use the Medical Terminology Glossary located near the
end of this book or a medical dictionary for more information.
These references are valuable for the reader to better understand
the medical explanations contained in the text of this book.
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The Accordion-Concertina-Bandoneon & Music Glossary is a
combination of terms used by accordionist, concertinist and
bandoneonists. This book is also written for performers of accordion
family instruments and for other musicians who have an interest in
knowing more about the issues related to playing as well as about
the injuries sustained by accordionists, concertinists and
bandoneonists. Therefore the Accordion-Concertina-Bandoneon &
Music Glossary carries the professional jargon found in this musical
world.  One may be able to find additional definitions of the words
included here in the dictionary. However, this Glossary is designed
for the sake of brevity and clarity and the definitions used here are
those related to this text. Definitions used in other sectors of life
are omitted.

Near the end of the book the musician will find useful and practical
suggestions for home exercises and for preventative practices
based on my clinical experience with players and on my practical
experience gained by presenting workshops to various accordion-
related groups and organizations. The reader is asked to take a
pre- and post-test of hand size (see Chapter 4 “Give Yourself a
Hand”). Many workshop attendees have had success with this
simple test and corresponding exercises that have effectively
increased players’ reach and hand span which translates into
improved ability to play one’s chosen instrument.

The Appendices at the end of the book illustrate in-depth various
points made in the main body of the text.

Contents:

1. The Accordion Family: Accordions, Concertinas, Bandoneons
2. Types of Injuries
3. International Player Survey
4. Give Yourself a Hand!
5. Tensegrity and the Human Body
6. Manual Therapy, A Tensegrity Perspective
7. Back Story
8. Head, Neck and Shoulders
9. Elbow, Wrist and Hand
10. Contributing Factors and Special Considerations
11. Chair Selection
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12. Self-Help Now!

Appendix 1: Accordion Family Instrument Questionnaires
Accordion Questionnaire
Concertina and Bandoneon Questionnaire

Appendix 2 Bellows-Driven Free Reed Instruments
Appendix 3 Hypermobility Screening

Accordion-Concertina-Bandoneon-Music Glossary
Medical Terminology Glossary<>

Several events and items:

From Jenny Cox: Concertina Band at Hawkwood 25 - 27th
January 2013.   The 14th annual weekend with leaders Steve Ellis
and Dave Townsend. For concertinists with good knowledge of their
instrument, able to work in a variety of keys and music styles
under our professional conductor.   and , Contact Jenny Cox
jenny@coxboxes.co.uk. if you haven't been before and want to know more.

From Claire Wren...Here is a link to a youtube clip of Hallelujah
from the recording made at Seale-Hayne. (= "Banding together")
concertina band weekend in June 2012)
http://youtu.be/CQJk4CeuWf0
_______________________________________________
From Dave Townsend
Just to let you know that we now have some video of The Lost
Chord (Dave Townsend, concertina & vocals, and Phil Humphries,
serpent & trombone) performing live on the website:
www.lostchord.org.uk
Also on Youtube:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=htiV9DMxJzYhttp://www.concertina.n
et/tunes.htmlhttp://www.janwolters.nl/index-uk.html

Free sheetmusic with tunes:

http://www.concertina.net/tunes.html

http://www.janwolters.nl/index-uk.html  <>
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New Publication:
The Village Band Book Volume 3
by Dave Townsend. PS

Most of you will know the Volumes 1 and 2 which appeared earlier.
You will find popular tunes arranged for two or three melody
instruments plus bass, with chord symbols.

These arrangements offer instant repertoire for band or ensemble
playing in village band style. You can also ask for transpositions for
winds, brass or other instruments.

Available from: Serpent Press, 22 Swinbourne Road, Littlemore,
Oxford OX4 4PQ  , UK
Price ₤ 8.50 (inc. p & p, ₤ 9.50 outside Europe)
I hope to pubish an extensive review later. Ps
You can find 6 pieces of music arranged by Dave Townsend
as music supplement inside this magazine. You can also just
play the tune, which is the top line. PS <>

FACEBOOK PAGE of The International Concertina Association
Martin Henshaw and PS

John Wild posted an item on Facebook about a very early TV
programme "What's my line (of business)" in which a member of
the audience acted out the action of what he did for a living. E.g.
if you were a blacksmith you might pretend to hold a very large
hammer which you would bring down on to the anvil. Members of
the panel then had to deduce your occupation by asking questions.

The person on Facebook was Alfred George, a professional
concertina player.   It turns out that he was the great uncle of ICA
member Sally George but she never met him.   She asked John to
put the item and photo on Facebook for her.
The Item posted by John for Sally:
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Alf George was my Great Uncle. This is a photo taken by my family

of the TV programme whilst it was being broadcast. I found this
photo in my mother's album.

It was not until recently that I knew his occupation. By this time
the concertina had already become part of my life. I had started
learning from Sandy Sharp and Pat Lynch and we had just formed
Kettle Bridge Concertinas. It was great to find out that a love of this
instrument was in my heritage.

It was even greater when I came to own a concertina made by
Steve Dickinson, who took over the Wheatstone business. I
discovered that Steve had known my great uncle, something I had
never done.
Sally George
Kettle Bridge Concertinas

The torch has passed to a new generation though Sally did not
know that when she started playing. The photo is attached. If I
have failed to add this as a comment on the Facebook page,
perhaps you could add it on Sally's behalf (and mine). Perhaps the
generation aspect is worthy of a comment in Concertina World?
John Wild <>

Other interesting items you can find on the Facebook page of
the International Concertina Association
Since the page was started by Jeremy Hague until 8 July 2012 you
can find among other things (copied unedited from Facebook (PS)):

1. A home recording of The Derwent Trio who were Herbert
Hague (Jeremy's grandad), Wilfred Pearce and Reuben Shaw.
They were all early members of the ICA.
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2.  Another Prince from the ICA Sound Archive, this time the
famous recording artist Alexander Prince. If you are a budding duet
player, the ICA library has a number of elementary pieces that
Prince wrote and published for his pupils.
Another recording from the ICA recordings archive. This time from
virtuoso English Concertina player Tom Prince.
3. Playing the concertina is thirsty work! Here’s a Pepsi advert from
1954, just two years after the ICA was founded. This guy looks a
bit like Don Draper from Mad Men – wouldn’t it be something if he
played the concertina. What music do you think he’s been playing?
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4. For lovers of Irish Traditional Music, a lovely recording of the late
Tony Crehan from the archive of ICA Committee member Wes
Williams. The picture was taken by Henrik Muller in 1981.
5. The Glowworm Idyll was once a firm favourite of concertina
players. Here is a recording of the Ashton Under Lyme Concertina
Band from the archive of Wes Williams. Dick Miles has kindly
allowed me to share this with you and has also provided a brief
history of the quartet. Dick continues to be an active performer and
champion of the concertina. You can find more about his more
recent work here: http://www.dickmiles.com/introduction.htm

The New Mexborough English Concertina Quartet - The Liberty Bell
soundcloud.com
Many thanks to Dick Miles for his permission to share this recording
and for the following words: "Concertina Bands were popular in the
period...

6. This afternoon, ICA member Alan Hague performed concertina
classics to the Home League of Arnold Salvation Army, Nottingham.
One former Salvation Army officer noted that when he was cadet,
concertina lessons were part of the training and an... instrument
often came with the uniform on completion of their course. Alan’s
repertoire included music by Gounod, Sibelius, and Ketelbey as well
as some favourite ‘Gems for Songsters’ which many enjoyed singing
along to.

7. THE ICA’S DIAMOND JUBILEE

In the 1950’s there was a renewed interest in playing the
concertina. A regular ‘concertina page’ had started appearing in
Accordian Review and the idea of forming a Concertina Association
was discussed. In the J...uly 1952 issue, it was announced that the
International Concertina Association should be formed “forthwith
and every known concertina-player and enthusiast notified”. At the
same time a new concertina club, formed by J.W. Young met on the
10th June 1952 at 7.30 p.m. at the Lambton Arms Hotel, Chester-
le-Street, County Durham. Happy Birthday!
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Banding Together at Seale-Hayne 2013
will be held between 14th – 16th  June with guest conductor
Martin Wills, Musical Director of Taunton Concert Band, full-time
tutor for Somerset Music Service and Co-Manager of Somerset
County Youth Orchestra.   More details on the ICA website .

Here are some links:

http://www.facebook.com/concertinaband?fref=ts

http://www.clubbz.com/club/35264/ipplepen-kingskerswell-newton-abbot-
bickington/banding-together
Banding Together weekend at Seale-Hayne:
15th – 17th June 2012
Angela Hammond

Banding Together was a lovely weekend in good company in inspir-
ing surroundings, on so many levels... sometimes literally! Straight-
forwardly comfortable accommodation in former Agricultural
College student blocks, near a purpose-built Rehearsal and Record-
ing Studio and a Dining room inside a Quad meant much-needed
short walks in blustery stormy weather to enliven us in between
practice sessions.

I was lucky enough to arrive in time to speak to some of the staff in
the shop, the cafe, the artists' studios, and a volunteer in the art
studio working with adults with learning difficulties.     Being a city
dweller, I loved this site, particularly the bank of dancing rabbits
behind the kitchen where we could make an early morning cup of
tea. Thanks Jan for supplying the very welcome arrival drinks!

We had 6 pieces of music in various styles to play, working on
these under the guidance of Paul, an experienced ensemble leader
who works mainly with enthusiastic and talented young people.
He knows that concentration on music reading and interpretation in
a group unused to playing together in an unfamiliar venue can take
time to gel, and is mindful of how exhausting this can be in learning
terms.   So he provided frequent respite and thinking time, togeth-
er with insightful comments, exercises in keeping-time, and sug-
gestions for fruitful practice.
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He encouraged us to listen to the other parts around us, and point-
ed out how effortful body rigidity is, inviting us to surprise our-
selves by relaxing in to the music.   I think he noticed the way body
stiffness, whilst striving to count beats with head and upper torso,
reaches arms and fingers, making playing accurately more difficult;
anyway that's one of my explanations for my own nervous tapping
squeaks with fingers not intended at some points! He had also tak-
en the trouble to set an arrangement of a piece in swing time,
which everyone seemed very responsive to, but we were overtaken
by the desire to keep practising 3 other pieces to try and reach a
standard worth recording, since the technician and equipment were
on site, and it was exciting to use that facility.   I know people love
the idea of this, and it is useful to have something to play along to
next time a piece is scheduled, if you have the music. However I
am interested more in live entertainment   and the ways a piece of
music can be experienced if taken at a different speed or dynamics,
depending on the leader – I would have been quite happy to spend
less time on those particular pieces. Many thanks to all those who
organised this very worthwhile experience.

Kettle Bridge Concertinas
Banding Together to Band Together!
Banding Together weekend at Seale-Hayne:
15th – 17th June 2012
Sally George

It was with a great deal of excitement but also some temerity (for
some of us at least!) that five Kettle Bridge Concertina members
(Pat, Liz, John, Sally & Sally) set off for first ever The Banding To-
gether weekend at Seale-Hayne, Newton Abbot held in June 2012.
For some of us in our group this was the first time that we had ven-
tured into a concertina weekend advertised for competent and ad-
vanced players. We were pleased and got moral support from the
fact that a group of us would be experiencing this together. All
sorts of thoughts were running through our heads – would we be
able to cope, would we let the others down, would we enjoy it? But
underneath it all there was a real excitement in the knowledge that
this weekend was really going to take us forward in our concertina
playing.
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Seale-Hayne is a beautiful place. As soon as we stepped out of the
car our fears were blown away (literally, it was very windy!) by the
breathtaking views across the Devon countryside. Any lingering
doubts were dissolved by the very warm welcome we received from
Esther, Beryl and Claire, some of the organising committee.

Having settled into our comfy accommodation, explored the
grounds and enjoyed a very delicious meal, it was time for the first
of what proved to be many very challenging but very enjoyable
concertina band sessions. Everything had been so very well organ-
ised – we knew the parts we were playing and had received the
music a couple of weeks earlier. We would be playing a range of
music composed or arranged by Claire Wren. For us in Kettle Bridge
we had only played one of the pieces before. The music included
Claire’s arrangement of The Overture to the Mikado, Simkhes-Toyre
Time, El Paso and Hallelujah by Leonard Cohen as well as her own
compositions of The Langley March and Moonlight on Cadgwith, a
diverse range of challenging but also very stimulating music. There
were pieces in the music that would challenge and extend even the
most able musicians. So, with everything in place, we made our
way to the band room, found our seats and waited for the music to
begin!

The band sessions were being led by Paul Hornsby, a professional
musician and very talented conductor. His approach made it imme-
diately evident that there was going to be a lot of fun and laughter
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in our sessions at the same time as very high musical expectations.
Paul started every session with a range of exercises to further de-
velop our sense of timing and dynamics. These exercises were go-
ing to be very useful to take back to the rest of our band to help us
play more closely together. Then we began to work on the music,
taking it apart and building it up again as we adjusted our playing
to the clear directions from Paul. It was so exciting as the sessions
continued to find our playing improving, achieving things that we
had not been able to play before. Playing in a band of 25 musicians,
some of whom were very experienced and skilful, really lifted us –
that was a real privilege.

There were 5 band sessions during the day, so we were very busy
but pleasurably so. In every piece of music we had a different seat
and new playing companions, so we also got to know the others
who were experiencing this weekend. It certainly gave the term
“Musical Chairs” new meaning, no longer a party game but a great
way of getting to know a little better other like-minded people.
There was also time for relaxation both at meal times and in the
bar in the evening where lively and fun chatter with lots of laughter
could be heard all around. Everyone was so relaxed. This was
helped so much by the brilliant way we were cared and catered for
by the staff of Seale-Hayne.

Time flew by and in what seemed like next to no time we found
ourselves at the last session of the weekend. Three of the pieces
were chosen to perform and record, another heart stopping mo-
ment for some of us in Kettle Bridge Concertinas who had never
been recorded before. But that was a great way to end the
weekend’s work and music making.
Then following a final cuppa, it was time for our goodbyes. We were
tired but very happily so with a feeling of deep achievement. As we
drove home and for the next few days our hearts were full of the
music we had been playing plus a real glow of satisfaction. It had
been a really amazing weekend. Thank you to everyone who had
worked so hard to organise it.

We were told before we left that the Banding Together weekend will
be held again next year, at the same place and at the same time.
That was exciting to know for certainly some of Kettle Bridge Con-
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certinas will again be making the journey to Devon to participate in
this very special weekend.<>

My University Course
Anne Gregson

Hello again. I had been writing a regular article about the BA in
music I'm studying for at Bath Spa University, but my excuse for
not writing for the last few issues is that I got so caught up with it
that I forgot all about writing for Concertina World. I'm doing the
course part time and the current situation is that I'm taking 6 years
over a 3 year course and have completed 4 years and have nearly
2 to go. In other words I'm in my first third year.

Last night I went to a concert in a Georgian church in Bath, where
Jane Austen's parents got married. It was given by the students at
Bath Spa University. Although I'm still a student this time I did not
sing with the choir but sat on the front row of the audience. The
main piece which took up the whole of the second half was Shos-
tokovich's 12th symphony. I know from looking at Facebook that
some of the students were worried about lack of rehearsal time as
they'd only had 4 weeks from the beginning of term for something
so complex and ambitious. However as they say 'it was alright on
the night'. Actually, it was brilliantly done. The highlight of the
concert for me though was a piece by a mature student who started
her course at the same time as me, that is 2008, and is just com-
pleting her Masters degree. She sang the soprano solo along with
full orchestra. The orchestration was chillingly atmospheric.

Last year, which was my second second year, I found that the
choice of modules for the second year forced me to do either
performance, music theatre or opera, none of which I wanted to do
as basically I am a singer who has never learned to sight-sing and
am more interested in composition. Charles Wiffen, the head of
music suggested I could do the opera module and write a short
opera instead of performing in one. Nick Atkinson, a composition
tutor had the good idea that I could base it on a mummers play. I
then asked the leader of the Widcombe Mummers of Bath to send
me the text of their play which they perform in the centre of Bath
every St George's Day.
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I started off just inviting students to take part but I added a few
other people and a couple of main characters dropped out less than
6 weeks from the first performance, but I just had time to replace
them with non-student singers who worked very hard to learn their
lines in time. In the end I had an excellent cast who were all good
at singing and acting, and an 11 piece band with a wonderful
conductor. We performed it at Chippenham Folk Festival and Bath
Fringe Festival and both events were well attended and it went
down a storm. Here's a link to our website where you can watch
some clips on Youtube: http://www.fierydragon.org.uk/

We intend to keep the Fiery Dragon Folk Opera Company going,
independent of the university and without students unless they
really want to be in it, and take the opera around more folk festi-
vals and arts festivals, and I intend to write more operas in future.

This year I'm just doing a dissertation on Christmas carols and
musicology, a relatively easy life for a third year, but next year I'll
be doing composition and music psychology, so anything can hap-
pen.

PS. My personal tutor and Professor of Music Composition has de-
cided he would like to learn the English concertina so I have loaned
him one. See, I managed to get the concertina into this article in
the end.<>
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CONCERTINA ERGONOMICS
12.  Modifications of the English Concertina
Göran Rahm

12.1 Historical background

The Anglo/Duet handle concept - (a hand bar, usually approx. 12
mm wide and 15-20  mm high, and a hand strap crossing the mid
part of the hand) - probably originates from the instrument intro-
duced in 1834 by Carl Uhlig in Chemnitz. The handle of the English
concertina (a thumb strap and a fingerplate) described in the 1844
patent by Charles Wheatstone probably originated as a solution to
hold the "Symphonium with bellows" (first name of the
"concertina") by gripping it in a similar way to the "Symphonium" -
which was a mouthorgan described in 1829 by Charles Wheatstone
in the patent claiming rights not for the instrument but for the
keyboard layout. (Two parallel rows alternating the diatonic scale
between the sides and two additional rows each side for semitones.
A similar - but not the same! - 4 row keyboard layout was used
when the "concertina" gradually acquired its later shape).

The 1844 paper explicitly says that the fingerplate is meant for the
3rd and 4th fingers and that the instrument should be played by
the 1st and 2nd fingers, except for "particular passages" when the
3rd "is also employed". Early performers soon found that this ap-
proach limited the performance (See Part 9 #450 : "The fingerplate
conflict") and the introduction of the fingerplate may be regarded
as an unfortunate mistake since any gripping by the hand or even
delicate support by the little finger causes static load and
obstructed finger movements (Part 1,  2 #438,  439).

12.2 Early modifications. William Wheatstone

In 1861 in the patent No 2289 William Wheatstone suggested some
changes: "1st a more convenient method of supporting the instru-
ment and actuating the bellows whilst using it, whereby the third
and fourth fingers of each hand are released from the necessity
which at present exists in their employment in that duty, and they
are thereby set at liberty to be used, in combination with the other
two fingers of each hand, in operating upon the finger studs or
keys, thus affording greatly increased facilities in manipulating
upon the instrument. 2nd a more convenient position of the whole
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series of studs in the "tops" of concertinas ..., which enables the
performer to act upon them in a manner less cramped and restrict-
ed than at present"...
In my improved instrument, therefore, the thumb straps are placed
in a much better position for taking the weight and ensuring the
balance of the instrument, and giving greater command over the
bellows  ... the fingerplates are also dispensed with  ... And I still
further facilitate the handling of concertinas ... by providing a
semicircular or other suitably shaped rest for the wrist or ball of the
palm of the hand."

12.3 Comments on the W. Wheatstone modifications

The modifications are illustrated in patent figures no. 18 and 22
(fig. 98) and in a real (fig.  99) instrument which recently was de-
scribed in Galpin Soc. Newsletter Oct 2012 by Neil Wayne.

 -  "ensuring the balance of the instrument" (by relocating the
thumb straps and keyboard towards the "top").
On condition that the bellows are moved in a straight line a perfect
handle should be located at the centre of the instrument to get the
best balance for bellowsing. (Ideally geometrical centre and centre
of gravity are the same.) Some German models, (Part  10 fig.  85)
are constructed like this but the common Anglo, Duet and English
handles have an eccentric location making the situation unstable in
all dimensions if the instrument is held with forearms horizontal. If
you hold the instrument low however, with an elbow angle of about
120 degrees, it may hang in the handles with a stable equilibrium
in two dimensions.

 - "the fingerplates are also dispensed with"
Recall what was said earlier (Part 9 #450 "The fingerplate con-
flict"). Early players of the English concertina found that holding it
by the fingerplate resulted in cramping and restricted playing. This
is not only caused by the static grip between thumb and fingers but
also by the presence of connective tissue links between extensor
tendons of the 2nd, 3rd and 4th fingers (fig.  100) which makes it
impossible to move the 3rd finger freely if the 4th finger is tied up
resting at the fingerplate or just touching the endplate. The 4th
finger has to be in the air along with the other fingers to allow
optimal fingering work (Part 2 #439, Part 7 #444).
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- "providing a semicircular or other suitably shaped rest for the
wrist"
This is seen in the patent figures but is missing on the instrument
in fig.  99. The illustrated support is too low to make much differ-
ence and it should be angled to correct the fingering axis (Part 2.6).

These modifications were based on thoughts in accordance with
today's knowledge. See Part 1 #438. We can only speculate on why
these changes were not carried forward and further developed.
William Wheatstone died in 1862 and the "improvements" he
presented in the paper trying to squeeze more keys into the same
sized box by means of a complicated mechanism were obviously
dysfunctional which may have held back further use of the concept.

As a matter of fact it is very difficult to arrange a handle concept
for concertinas suitable for every purpose. The cause is easily un-
derstood: for ideal fingering maximum flexibility is desirable, for
ideal bellowsing maximum stability is needed. Using a thumb strap
only (without the fingerplate) may satisfy the first. Using a hand
strap set tight (as with a horse-brush) might suit the latter. Neither
a hand strap nor a wrist strap is mentioned in the WW paper
however.

12.4 Elimination of the fingerplate

Using just the thumb strap to connect the player and instrument as
some of the Victorian performers and William Wheatstone
suggested results in superb flexibility of course but stability be-
comes so poor that the instrument has to be resting on the knee
and still management of the bellows will suffer. It is only for very
delicate playing with little need of volume and dynamics that this
method may be satisfactory.

It was suggested by some of the early tutors that a neck strap
might increase stability but this effect is negligible for basic me-
chanical reasons. You need three contact points for stability.

Hypothetically using the hand strap of the Anglo/Duet handle
concept might offer better stability for a minimised English with at
most 32 keys. Such an arrangement will suffer from restricted
fingering just as with the Anglo and Duet and the difficulty reaching
distant buttons will be even greater than with large Duets if the
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keyboard gets larger. Stability mostly has to be created by other
means but let us have a look at some practical trials.

12.5 Modern modifications

Some innovators have tried handle solutions without a fingerplate:

 - The ergonomist Michael Bell presented an individually wood-
carved handle in the late 1990s and in Concertina World No 421
2001. It is very stable, designed firstly for playing standing while
using a neck strap to support the instrument and for a position with
horizontal forearms (fig. 101).

 - Danish/Swedish hobby-constructor Henrik Müller who built his
own English style concertina in 2006 first used a combination of
thumb loop and hand strap (fig.  102) somewhat similar to the
variant in Part 10 fig. 84 for an Anglo. Later he eliminated the
thumb loop due to joint problems and only uses a hand bar and
hand strap. This is possible as his instrument has a reduced key-
board with just 28 keys. The hand position suffers from the same
awkwardness noted in earlier articles concerning the Anglo and
small Duets however.

Both these examples obviously suit the constructors themselves
due to individual preferences and related limitations of music
choices and practical demands. To get further towards a handle
concept which is generally workable an analysis of the various de-
mands is necessary.

12.6 Requirements for an improved handle for the English

- additional stability to compensate for eliminated fingerplates
- a support for the hand providing more contact with the instrument
- a support correcting the angled travelling axis of the fingers.

The general conditions are of course no different from what has
been discussed with Anglos and Duets in earlier articles. In principle
the same kind of handle ought to be usable with all concertinas.

This means that:
- the basic stability is offered by the co-operation between a broad
steady wrist support and broad steady wrist strap forming a cuff for
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the wrist. By this arrangement the main connection is located to
the wrist and the hand itself is liberated. In the traditional
Anglo/Duet handle the mid part of the hand is locked in a dysfunc-
tional position by the hand strap and with the traditional English
handle stability has to be achieved by cramping static muscular
effort
- additional stability is passively (without need for muscular effort)
offered by a thumb strap which is broader and steadier than usual
and which locks the distant thumb joint but admits the thumb to
act as a pivot for hand movements
- the needed flexibility is provided by the freedom for the hand to
flex and extend within the handle and to slide on the broad support
while still not losing stability from the broad wrist strap.

12.7 Adding a wrist support

Just as we have seen with the Anglo and Duet the hand needs to be
lifted up from the level of the end plate to achieve a functional and
comfortable position vis-à-vis the instrument. The necessary sup-
port for this purpose can be arranged by a similar design as with
the Anglo or Duet (Part 10,  11 #451,  452) (fig.  79,  91).
This support which is 15-40  mm high corrects the hand position,
offers a neutral position for the wrist, and re-establishes the
contact between hand and instrument (fig.  103, 104).

12.8 Modifications of the thumb strap

The traditional thumb strap is too narrow and too floppy to offer
good contact and stability. This thumb strap is 28-30  mm wide
with a more stable shell and padded so it becomes more
comfortable. The distant thumb joint is immobilised and the thumb
serves better to stabilise the connection between player and instru-
ment passively – i.e. with no need for muscular effort (fig. 105).

12.9 Adding a broad wrist strap

To make the handle complete as with the Anglo and Duet
previously we add a broad and steady, anatomically cut wrist strap
(fig. 106). If located suitably this will co- ordinate with the support
forming a cuff that provides a stable connection between player and
instrument at the wrist. The hand may be relaxed and fingers are
free to move in a way that cannot be achieved by traditional
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handles (fig.  107, 108). No weight is carried by the thumb which
only serves as a passive stabiliser. Due to the stabilising cuff the
hand may slide within the handle and move with the thumb acting
as a pivot to enable distant parts of the keyboard to be reached
while the necessary stability is preserved.

This is a completely different solution meaning that stability is cre-
ated without any static muscular effort as with the gripping of the
instrument between thumb strap and fingerplate or stabilisation by
the 4th finger.

12.10 The complete modified handle

A broad steady thumb strap, wrist support and a broad steady wrist
strap on a 56 key baritone treble (fig. 109) and a 48 key baritone
(fig. 110). Exactly the same handle concept as has been used with
the Anglo (fig.  79, 80) and the Duet (fig.  91, 97) may also be
used here (fig.  111, 112).

12.11 Number of bellows folds

With fewer folds of the bellows stability and tonal control gets
better.  With more folds greater volume playing of legato passages
and polyphonic music is facilitated. Obvious conflicts arise. By using
the "fanning" technique of bellowsing stability is improved but to
acquire enough volume the number of folds may have to be
increased. I have used up to 10 folds with an acceptable result
(Part 6.9, #443, fig 53).

12.12 Cross the bellows strap

Moving the main connection between player and instrument from
the thumb/little finger combination to the thumb/wrist combination
means that the eccentricity of the connection is increased. This
means that a low playing position is preferable. The eccentricity
also means that the "fanning" method of bellowsing gets more
natural (Part 6 #443). To stabilise the fanning procedure and make
it more efficient elastic "cross the bellows straps" may be used (fig.
110, 113).

12.13 Wider buttons
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Recall Part 3.8 #440, 10.9 #451 and 11.7 #452. With the usual
dimensions of the English keyboard, as with most Duets, it is im-
possible to use as wide buttons as with Anglos. 7  mm is likely to
be the widest diameter that is practicable. I myself generally use 6
mm ones with rather flat heads. With most instruments it is possi-
ble to use the same diameter all the way down to the guiding pin. If
jamming occurs the wider caps are pressed onto 5  mm stems or
original buttons (fig.  114).

12.14 Using a shoulder strap

As I have said before it is better not to use neck straps to support
the instrument. Using one or two shoulder straps is preferable and
the best way of attaching them is by an intermediate strap between
two end bolts and clips to adjust to the ideal balancing position (fig.
115).

12.15 Modifying keyboard dimensions

The English keyboard is too narrow for comfort for most adult play-
ers (Part 7.5 #444, fig 57). The common Anglo dimensions are an-
atomically more adequate. Tradition is very much established
however and it is hard to believe that despite high motivation any
change will occur. A wider button spacing will of course reduce the
reachable note range but for much music in practice 40 keys or
even 32 might be OK.

Contact g.r@live.se
guran1943@hotmail.com
www.concertinaspot.com
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Corrections and more information
PS

Many thanks to Geoff Crabb who sent me the corrections that I
need to make for Concertina World 452. I am grateful for this
because I rely on everyone who is willing to contribute. My first
thanks of course still to Chris Algar who triggered this by donating
photographs and from which I copied the handwritten names that I
found on them. Thanks to this exercise we now have complete
information.

Geoff asked me to correct the names on the photographs appearing
on pages 28, 29 and back page of Concertina World #452.

Charlie Rasley should read Charlie PARSLEY,

Maurice Minting should read Maurice HARVEY.

I (Geoff) have attached a copy of the picture, page 30 with some
more names that I remember (memory not so good after 50+
years for those not named).

Howard Rosenblum wrote:  What is going through my mind are my
memories of the London meetings in the early 1970’s. They were
run by the then Secretary, Jim Harvey. Many a time, I heard other
attendees, much older than myself, asking Jim if his son, Maurice,
would be coming. I know that Maurice had been something of a
concertina child prodigy. The gossip was that Maurice had been
“hot-housed” as we say now, by his father. Once he was old
enough, he had virtually stopped playing concertina, and gone over
to the guitar, the instrument he really loved. Therefore, is the
photo of Maurice Harvey? Perhaps someone else can resolve the
issue, say, Geoff Crabb? And yes he did.
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As an aside, Geoff gave me more information concerning excerpts
from ICA News Letter No 22 April 1957:

It became apparent  that W (Billie) Hartford was not the son of
Jack Clevoner (John Henry Hartford) as reported in the above issue.
See 'My Concertina Life'  Billie Hartford.  ICA News Letter No  148
page 3.
Obviously there was confusion with Jimmy Hartford whose obituary
appeared in ICA News Letter No  169 page 4.

Social Evening at Kensington Hotel
The band mentioned was 'The North London Concertina Band' (not
part of the ICA) and the unnamed singer of "Santa Lucia" was Mrs
Catherine  Scott. (Also accomplished player of   Crabb  51 Key
Crane Duet and mentioned in many News letters).

I will certainly make use of Geoff's memory for future occasions.
Many thanks to Howard and Geoff. <>

17-19 May 2013 Swaledale Squeeze

AGM on Friday 17 May 2013 in Swaledale

Next Swaledale Squeeze kindly will host the AGM for 2013.

This will take place at Grinton Lodge Youth Hostel, Grinton,
Swaledale, N. Yorks., UK

Information:
wrenbeck@googlemail.com

Jane Edwards, “Turning Tide”, 1 Coast,
Achnasheen, Ross-shire, IV22 LR Scotland
Tel: +44(0) 1445-781225 <>
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Arran 2012
Helen Graham

So, the first weekend in October has been and gone again, and with
it the Arran Concertina Event.  This year it was very well
subscribed, and the first child to attend seemed to enjoy herself
with several extra adults to persuade into playing a game.
Workshops this year were on Scottish tunes, and technique - Anglo
and English.  I was reminded of several techniques that I should be
practising – parallel octaves, playing in thirds and sixths, and
fingering techniques – thanks to Danny and Jim, and also to the
others who made up the workshop.  Two new tunes (Smoky
Whiskey and Strip the Pillow) inspired by different aspects of last
year’s ACE were introduced, and on Sunday Danny and Russ shared
some ideas on accompaniment and Alex had two Shetland tunes to
share.  Looking forward to getting the MP3 of these eventually!

This year unfortunately there was no band as Dave, Samantha’s
husband and our Band Leader was not well, and he was very much
missed.  However, the inhabitants of Kilmory bunkhouse were
again multi-national, with four Dutch, one American from Denmark,
and one German, with several Scots and English to make up the
nineteen.  We managed to learn two Dutch words – Watje (wimp)
and Bikkel (the opposite of Watje) after someone wanted an early
night (it was only just after midnight)!  Perhaps next year we
should try a bit harder!  The multi-national aspect was also
enhanced by the chefs for this year; Assja  and Josephine – also
booked for next year I’ve just been informed, who helped to make
the weekend memorable by their great cuisine – nourishing soups
and sandwiches for lunch, and chicken curry, venison stew, and
haggis, neeps and tatties for evening meals!  Excellent!  Thank you
for increasing my weight by five pounds!

There were also some very strange concertinas – not only anglos,
English and MacCann, but several mandolins, a bouzouki, two
violins, some whistles, some uillean pipes, a melodeon, a guitar and
a harp – oh, yes, and some very good singing voices!  No serpents
or souzaphones this year though – I think they were keeping Dave
company at home!  A good sound was made by all – and for a
change, very little music – I’ve never played so much by ear in my
life!  Scary!
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Well done again Sam, and glad that Dave’s improving.   Looking
forward to ACE 2013 – first weekend in October next year!  Get
composing everyone – some possible titles: Dave the Pineapple
person; Dunk the Croutons; Bikkels and Watjes; Rainbows over
Arran (last year it said goodbye to us, this year it said hello just as
the ferry was leaving Ardrossan, then disappeared for the entire
weekend, chased away by the brilliant sunshine!); Colds in Kilmory;
Kilmory Bunkhouse – in fact, anything you fancy related to the
weekend!  This is the challenge – can’t wait to hear what you’ve
come up with next year (4-7 October 2013)!

ACE 2012

Helen Graham

One Friday in Kilmory the session was going well
The ale was drunk, the whisky too and everyone felt swell.
Then one brave person went to bed – ‘twas only half past twelve –
And all the others in one voice gave a mighty yell!
Well - who’s the watje tonight?
Who’s the watje tonight?
The beer’s still flowing, the whisky too,
So who’s the watje tonight?

The Saturday workshops progressed so well, new tunes were a
delight.
The musicians all of one accord played on into the night.
Till one tired person went to bed – it made a sorry sight,
And all the others in one voice yelled, ‘That can’t be right!’
Who’s the watje tonight?...etc.

When Sunday afternoon came round the Eden Lodge was great!
With playing and with singing we were in a happy state,
And after tea the Ormidale rang with tunes till late,
But back in the bunkhouse someone yawned, and the rest began to
prate ...
Who’s the watje tonight?  etc.

Bikkels and Watjes – ACE 2012 – to the tune of Fosters Mill
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Come all you bikkels stout and bold, bring your concertinas here,
For it is the Arran Concertina Event, and it takes place every year.
And we will play and we will sing around and round the hall,
Till the new day dawns on Ailsa Craig, and into bed we all will fall!

The Arran Ale will flow so sweet, the whisky flow so strong,
And we will all so merry be – in Kilmory bunkhouse we belong!
And the bikkels play and the bikkels sing around and round the hall
Till the ale is gone and the whisky too, then into bed we all will fall!

Oh, the watjes all are off to bed before the hour of ten,
But they are up before the lark and ready to begin again.
With workshops, tunes and band we play around and round the
room,
Till Monday comes and we all depart, and vow to be back someday
soon. <>

HARRY MOUSDELL – OBITUARY
John Wickens

Harry sadly passed away at Crawley Hospice on 8th September
2012 aged 81.

We first came across him in about 1970 when we lived at Forest
Row. He was the squire (or leader) of the Chanctonbury Ring Morris
Men (CRMM) who were performing at the Swan PH in the village.
During the performance Harry played his old Crabb concertina – the
action and sound of which I found fascinating at the tender age of
about 7. For me this is where my interest in folk music first started
and is still very much alive, largely thanks to Harry.

Two years later he had founded the Broadwood Morris Men based in
Horsham, taking the name with permission of the Broadwood family
of Lyne. Lucy Broadwood was a well known folksong collector
whose ancestors founded the piano making firm. For a short while a
junior boys' morris side was formed of which I was part. I had
badgered my parents into buying me a toy concertina in 1972, soon
to be replaced by the real thing. I later joined the CRMM as a young
apprentice musician.

By about 1976/77 Harry was one of the many callers with our folk
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band – playing for barn dances/ceilidhs. He proved a most valuable
asset being a natural in front of a microphone. His props included a
tambourine and a dancing jig doll – often his party piece performed
with the assistance of K&B bitter and my fiddle!

During the 1990s our paths crossed again as fellow members of the
Arun-Adur CTC. Harry's early exploits can be read about in Pedaller
no 79 from 2003. He would often turn out on our club's Tuesday
rides on his green Swallow touring bike – his pride and joy – per-
haps meeting us for 11s or lunch, when we would be regaled with
part of his interesting life story. I have to admit that this did be-
come a little tedious at times as it soon turned into a one way con-
versation! Nevertheless he led a most interesting life – having
worked for Horsham District Council as a public health inspector –
or 'sanitary man' – undertaking many holiday trips at home and
abroad walking or cycle camping with one of his lady friends in
more recent years. Not bad for someone with only one lung – just
think what he would have done with two!! In more recent years he
attended geology evening classes and was a regular contributor to
the letters column of the West Sussex County Times – there's
enough material from his archives for several booklets  ...

In a nutshell that constitutes my memory of Harry Mousdell – or
Old Harry as he was better known in the local Folk World – map
surveyor, public health inspector, folksinger, caller, concertina play-
er, raconteur, traveller, cycle tourist. Perhaps in his next life he will
continue entertaining audiences amongst gladioli and rampaging
hippopotami whilst exhorting 'good fortune, fine weather and virility
up to the age of 127/8'  ...

Harry had been a widower for over 35 years, moving to Ashington
following the death of his wife Christine in the 1970s, and leaves a
daughter Vivien and son William and at least 4 grandchildren.<>
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Concertina Tunings

Richard Mellish

I read the article "The English Concertina as an Instrument of
Science" in PICA Volume 8 with great interest, especially the
discussion of the different ideas about tuning. The difference
between a chord in equal temperament and in just tuning can
indeed be very noticeable with a concertina. The fifths aren't too
bad, but some of the thirds can sound very rough indeed.

Some compromise from just tuning is unavoidable for an
instrument that will be played in more than one key, but most of us
nowadays play mostly in only a few keys. This applies especially to
Anglo players like me. I play only a very few tunes outside the
basic keys of any one instrument, and then only one key away, e.g.
C major or A major on a G-D Anglo.

Some time ago, when a new Anglo was being made for me, I
suggested that I would prefer something closer to just tuning for
the basic keys; but the maker rejected my suggestion, preferring
compatibility with other instruments tuned in equal temperament.

Clearly there is no universally right answer, but I should like to see
a tuning scheme that would focus on a limited range of keys and
avoid the nastiest equal-temperament intervals.<>

Interesting Satellite tv program
Mike Dixon

Satelite:    Hotbird 13°E
Freq.:        11-316V
FEC.:        27500 ¾
Station:    Sardegnauno
Programme: Anninora

Friday evening 20.00 – 21.30 BST

Mike tells me in his letter that there is interesting folkmusic and
folkdancing from Sardinia to be seen. He sent me a dvd with some
examples and indeed it is nice to watch and listen to.
Maybe you are interested or even know about other sources.
PS<>
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Stolen Concertina, any help??

I wonder if you can help me? My Wheatstone English concertina
(serial number 27550), chrome ends, chrome buttons, black bel-
lows, 6-sided, circa 1920, was stolen from my car,  in Manchester,
in October 2007. It was in a distinctive wooden box, light coloured
wood, inlaid, with two women's symbols entwined on one face and
some quavers on another face.   At the time, and for the next two
or three years, I made enquiries with concertina and folk festivals,
organisations and publications, including your newsletter – you
kindly made mention of the theft in an issue, with my details I be-
lieve.

I've had no news about  my precious concertina. However, I still
have  hope that it might emerge for sale or repair somewhere
sometime.    Would it be possible for you to put another  mention
of it  in your next issue?

I look forward to hearing from you at your convenience.

Yours faithfully,
Marion Oughton
Nantsisil, Crai, Powys, LD3 8YU
01874 638165
07796 950281  <>
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Subscriptions are now due for 2013
Martin Henshaw (Membership Secretary)

On the back page is a Membership Form, and Standing Order Form
for UK residents.

Subscription rates are:
UK Standard £20, Family £30, Junior £4.50;
Europe Standard £23, Family £34, Junior £6;
Overseas Standard £26, Family £39, Junior £9.00.

All members paying by Standing Order, Bacs or by other electronic
means (but not PayPal) should notify the Membership Secretary
by email (subject "ICA Membership 2013 – Member's name") or by
letter stating member's name, membership number, amount paid in
English Pounds, and quoting the payment reference number.

Any members who have changed their postal or email address in
the last 12 months should inform the Membership Secretary by
email or by completing and posting a Membership Form to be found
on the back page of this issue of Concertina World or as a
downloadable form on the ICA website (www.concertina.org) under ICA
Membership.

Members resident outside the UK should pay by PayPal in
English Pounds via the ICA website www.concertina.org.

UK Members are encouraged not to pay by PayPal because it
charges the ICA a transaction fee but if it is easier for you that will
be fine. The ICA's preference is for payment by standing order,
online bank transfer, or cheque in that order.  The bank account
details are on the inside front cover.  It is essential that electronic
bank transfers or counter remittances include your FULL
SURNAME and INITIAL within the payee reference text, and your
membership number if you know this and it will fit in.  Those still
preferring to pay by cheque should write their full name and
address on the back of the cheque, along with membership number
if known, and post it to the Membership Secretary at the address on
the inside front cover.






